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BRAEHEAD CURLING
The new man in charge of the intu Braehead curling rink aims
to give curlers an even better experience of playing there.

That’s the pledge from Scott Martin, the new general manager of
Braehead Leisure whose responsibilities now include the curling rink as
well as Braehead Arena.
Scott started his new extended role - he was previously general manager
of Braehead Arena - after Bruce Harley took up a new position of guest
services manager at intu Braehead.
Scott is no stranger to curling and providing facilities for the sport. He
began his career as an ice technician at the former Glasgow Summit Centre,
which was home to an active curling club.
Scott then became an ice technician at intu Braehead when the centre
opened in 1999 working on the then three ice rinks – The Arena, curling rink
and the circular leisure rink, next to the food mall.
Since then, Scott has forged a career in rink and Arena management,
overseeing major events such as World Championship boxing, Davis
Cup tennis tournaments along with concerts, exhibitions and the weekly
Braehead Clan professional ice hockey games.
Now he’s looking forward to using his extensive experience in staging
ice sports to oversee Braehead Arena staging the European Curling
Championships, next year.
Scott says: “Anyone who has ever had anything to do with curling at intu
Braehead will know Bruce Harley who has done a great job in creating a
fabulous venue for the sport and attracting international competitions.

Report and photo courtesy of Macdonald Media

“I aim to build on that work and as well as attracting even more
major tournaments to the intu Braehead curling rink, I’ll also make it
a priority to look after the individual curlers who play here.
“I want to continue the good relationship Bruce had with the
curling fraternity and further enhance the experience of those
playing the sport at intu Braehead.”
Bruce Harley said: “I had a wonderful time getting involved with
curling and the curlers at intu Braehead over the years. But now I’ve
taken up this new post, I’m sure Scott will look after you all in fine
style. And he certainly knows his way around an ice rink, so everyone
will be in good hands.”

BRAEHEAD CURLING DEVELOPMENT GROUP

Photo by Leslie Ingram-Brown | Report by Alan Hannah

The Braehead Curling Development Group, supported by
the Braehead Coaching Network, held a Family Try Curling
Event on Saturday 7th February 2015.

76 attendees of all ages took to the ice for a 1 hour Family Try Curling
Session. The families thoroughly enjoyed their time on the ice and it is
hoped that we will see the attendees return for some further coaching

dults)
Saturday Sweep (a

and fun at any of the sessions linked:
We would like to thank all who attended this fun event along with
all of the coaches who kindly assisted in delivering the sessions. For
anyone who wants to get involved why not drop an enquiry to:
coaching@curlbraehead.co.uk

Braehead Rockers

(Juniors)
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PERTH AND KINROSS TEACHERS

Keen club curlers Neil McMichael, Euan Kirkpatrick, Peter
Lamond and Ruth Reynolds were amazed to find themselves
playing a game against the Chinese national team during the
Perth Open in January.

Report and Photo courtesy of Ruth Reynolds

At the time Zang’s rink was ranked fifth in the world! The Chinese men
had come to Perth to take part in the Mercure Perth Masters competition.
There was no doubt about what the result of the game would be, but the
local curlers thoroughly enjoyed watching the precision of the visitors’ play.
In the end Zang’s team won the Open. This was one of many competitions
during the visitors’ lengthy trip to curling venues round the world. The
Chinese curlers were looking forward to returning home to family and
friends after playing in Hamburg in the German Masters.

SUTTIESIDE CURLING CLUB
The curling rink at Forfar Indoor Sports was
opened 25 years ago when the old ice rink in Dundee
closed and a new weekend curling club, named after
the local area Suttieside, was formed.

To celebrate the club’s 25th anniversary, present and
founder members gathered at Forfar Indoor Sports to play
in a bonspiel. After the game they were joined by others to
enjoy a meal in the rink. President Craig Anderson introduced
founder President Brian Bonnyman who was responsible for
the creation of Forfar Indoor Sports and the formation of
Suttieside Curling Club. Brian gave a short history of the club
and was joined by his wife Alison in the cutting of a cake. The
evening was a most enjoyable one of fun and friendship.

FUNSPIEL WITH
NEW STONES
The inaugural Funspiel between Livingston Curling
Club and the New Stones virtual club took place on
14th December. A couple of late call offs meant that
only six players from the virtual club attended. Two
volunteers from Livingston made up the numbers
to enable two games to be played. The teams were
mixed and positions within the teams were rotated to
give everyone a shot of skipping etc.

The standard of the New Stones beginners was surprisingly
good, considering that most of them had only taken up the
game a few weeks earlier and that they had only had a handful
of coaching sessions. Credit must be given to those unsung
heroes, the coaches, including Graham Young and Abigail
Rennie (both members of Livingston) amongst others, for all
their good work.
Over a drink upstairs President Joe Barry thanked everyone
for participating and encouraged the newcomers to consider
joining Livingston at some stage in the future. Happily three
of them, Adam George, Christian Mock and Kevin Collie, have
taken up the offer and are available to play as reserves for the
rest of the season. So, hopefully, the members will get the
chance to see them in action soon. Both Adam and Christian
have played with the club in January and are a good additions
to the club.
This was an enjoyable and fruitful undertaking and will surely
become a regular fixture in the future. Thanks must go to the
members who took part and also to those who offered to play
but were not required.

Report and photo courtesy of Jenny McGlynn

Winter Breaks In Perth
For a relaxing premium budget
experience this Winter look no further
than Holiday Inn Express Perth.
Included in your stay:
Free Wi-Fi, Free Parking and Express
Start Breakfast.

BOOK NOW

01738 636 666
bookings@hiexpressperth.co.uk
www.hiexpressperth.co.uk

STAY
YOU.™
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MUTHILL CURLING CLUB

In late November 2014 Muthill Curling Club (MCC)
celebrated its 275th anniversary. It took place 275 years
and 5 days (to be exact) to the date the club was formally
constituted.
The day started with an interclub Bonspiel at Dewar’s Ice rink
Perth, Muthill (and friends, Bearsden and Loch Ard) vs the clubs of
the Upper Strathearn Province. It was played in a round robin format
with 3 games of 3 ends each; remarkably we managed it within the
time allocated.
All 16 rinks marched on to the ice headed by Piper James Rodick
of Muthill and in line walked down to the Hog Line, Bonspiel rules
(for the day) were confirmed and the group photograph taken
(pictured top). The first stone, to open the Bonspiel was delivered
by the Muthill Club’s archivist Stewart Combe dressed in period
costume (pictured right). The stone in question is the “Muthill Fluke”
believed to have belonged to the Muthill club’s founding member
the Rev. William Hally; his initials W M H are carved on it. The stone is
dated 1700; it’s a hammer dressed channel boulder roughly circular
in shape with a unique three-legged iron handle, it weighs 55lb. The
date also points to the fact that curling was taking place in Muthill
long before the formal formation of the club.
The stone is now in the RCCC’s historical collection. The “Fluke” ran
true on the ice at Dewars, a tribute to our curling forbearers and our
founding member.
The Bonspiel was followed by drinks and dinner in Dewars
restaurant. Dinner began with the “Curlers Grace” said by John
Steven of MCC. The toast to the RCCC was offered by Stewart Combe
of MCC the reply was given by Bill Duncan past President of the
RCCC. The toast to the Muthill Curling club was by Forbes Gould and
the reply given by MCC President John Best. At the conclusion of the
speeches the vote of thanks was made by Ian McLaren Drummond
Castle CC and President of the Upper Strathearn Province.
The overall Bonspiel winners were Blackford as was the highest

Report and photos courtesy of Bill McIntosh

scoring Muthill rink (skipped by John Steven).
In addition, in honour of the occasion, the club produced a history
booklet chronicling the club from its formation in 1739 to the
present day. It’s fully illustrated, full colour, 22 pages. Everyone who
attended the dinner were given a copy. Those who took part in the
Bonspiel received a commemorative ceramic coaster sporting the
MCC crest.
For those of you who have an interest in curling history we have
a limited number of these booklets for sale (in aid of club funds).
Should you wish to buy a copy please contact by e-mail Bill McIntosh
(Muthill Club Match Secretary) at bill.mcintosh2@btinternet.com.
The price is a modest £3.75 including postage and packing.

Deadline for articles is

12th March 2015

Fill
out
Your Curler is published by The Royal Caledonian
Curling
Club. the online form on the RCCC website.
www.royalcaledoniancurlingclub.org tel: 0131 333 3003
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An enthusiastic group of new wheelchair curlers
has come together through a programme of biweekly
sessions to form Lothian Wheelchair Curling Club
(LWCC) at Murrayfield Curling Rink.

The RCCC secured funding for the programme from NHS
Lothian to promote physical activity in different groups. Led
and developed by Jean Lennie (MCL staff ) and with additional
technical coaching from Dave Wightman and Paralympic athlete
Tom Killin, both whom are experienced wheelchair curlers and
excellent coaches. Other able bodied curlers are available to
coach/assist too.
The new curlers range from 12 years to adults and are already
enjoying some fun rivalry in competitive games on the ice.
The group are meeting on Wednesday afternoons till the end
of the season and hope to set up regular sessions next season
under the guise of a new curling club, formed by the participants
to keep developing their new found skills.
The aim of the club is to provide anyone of limited mobility
or a wheelchair user the opportunity to participate in this very
rewarding sport. We not only want to be able to compete within
our own club, we also want to expand and start competing
with other Wheelchair Clubs and perhaps other events run by
Murrayfield Curling Club.

Report courtesy of Malcolm Winning

Curling is an excellent sport, and allows wheelchair users to compete
on a level playing field with able bodied curlers. Age is not relevant nor is
gender. Murrayfield has been very accommodating and have made several
adaptations which now allow access for all.
We would welcome any new curlers, and for the remainder of this season
(25th March), we will be curling every Wednesday at 15:00 to 16:30 (12.30 on
11th Feb.) To encourage people to participate, we have been able to arrange
for the first session a new curler attends, to be free of charge, thereafter we
are asking for only £5 each session attended.
If you would like to speak to someone before coming along, please call
Jean Lennie on 07762 056 293 or Malcolm Winning on 07415294849, or email
jeanatneuk@hotmail.co.uk.

North West Castle
- Stranraer - Ice Rink -

Full Board
Mixed Curling Weekends
from only £150 pp
Rate includes 2 Nights DBB, 2 Buffet Lunches
and a min of 3 games of curling!

Book Your Pre-Christmas
Curling Break Now!
Famous Grouse
Alliance Wine
Courvoisier
Highland Spring

16-18 October 2015
30 Oct - 1st Nov 2015
6 - 8 November 2015
27 - 29 November 2015

Rate based on 2 people sharing a standard room.

Club Outing? Build Your
Own Curling Package!
Accommodation - includes Dinner, Bed & Breakfast
and one on-ice session per night stayed.
1 night DBB
2 or more nights DBB
Single room supplement

£60.00
£50.00
£10.00

Why not add in a little something extra?
Additional Ice costs (per session)
Morning tea or coffee with shortbread
Snack Lunch - Soup, Sandwich & tea or coffee
2 course Lunch with tea or coffee
3 course Lunch with tea or coffee
Afternoon – Tea or coffee with Scones

£5.00
£2.00
£6.00
£12.50
£15.00
£3.00

BOOK NOW t: 01776 704413 | email: hotel@northwestcastle.co.uk
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CLUB ENTRIES NOW OPEN FOR
THE 2015 INDOOR GRAND MATCH
The Royal Caledonian Curling Club is pleased to announce that clubs can now enter the Alan
Steel Asset Management 2015 Indoor Grand Match.

The Indoor Grand Match is a spin off event based on the traditional Grand Matches which are held on a frozen
loch when temperatures and ice conditions permit. The indoor version was initiated in the year 2000 to celebrate
the millennium and due to its success has continued every five years since.
Over 2000 curlers are expected to take part in the battle of North of Scotland versus South of Scotland on 24th October 2015.
An imaginary line is drawn between the River Forth and River Clyde to decide the two sides and games held at around 17 participating ice rinks
across Scotland. Scores are compiled at the conclusion of all the games with the winner being the side with the most points.
The 2015 Indoor Grand Match is sponsored by award winning independent financial advisers Alan Steel Asset Management. Closing date for
entries is 8th March 2015.

To download the official IGM 2015 Entry Form and information go to
the Royal Caledonian Curling Club website

SILVER BROOM 1985
As some of you may know the 30th anniversary of the very
ambitious and very successful final Air Canada Silver Broom
Men’s World Curling Championship, held in the Kelvin Hall,
Glasgow, is almost upon us.

While being all too aware that all volunteers are not in a position to
do so, a small band of volunteers centred in Greenacres, feel it would be
a very rewarding experience if as many volunteers as are able meet up in
Greenacres on a date still to be finalised to “chaw over” their Silver Broom
memories.
It was initially thought that the get together should be in the form of a
curling bonspiel but on reflection it has been decided that the curling would
just get in the way of the chat.

Report by Hugh Stewart

Thus, if you are a “Broom Volunteer”, and together with a spouse or other companion would be
interested in participating in the reunion to take place on a Saturday between mid April and mid
June would you please send contact details together with:• A note of your role (Corporation bus drivers welcome)
• Your preferred month
• A note of whether you have any photographs which would contribute to the reunion experience
It is envisaged that refreshments will be served and a small charge will be levied to cover the cost.
Contact details etc can be sent by e-mail to info@curl-greenacres.com or by letter to Greenacres Curling Rink,
Bowfield Road, Howwood, Renfrewshire, PA9 1DE
We, Christine, Hugh & Richard, look forward to hearing from a vast number of volunteers and request you pass
this information to any volunteer who may not receive Your Curler.

VACANCY: HEAD OF DEVELOPMENT
The Royal Caledonian Curling Club (RCCC) has recently developed a new strategic plan that sets out its aims
and priorities for the next four years. This new position has been created to provide strategic leadership across
the development disciplines within the organisation, covering: Grass Roots, Junior and Adult Development,
Player Pathways, Competitions, Events and Workforce (Coaches, Officials, Volunteers) Development.

The RCCC is seeking a person with competencies described in the job description and candidate specification, who can lead the
whole development team. This post holder will be a member of the senior management team of the RCCC.

To apply, send your CV with a covering letter outlining why you would be the right person for the job to: Bruce Crawford , The Royal Caledonian
Curling Club, Cairnie House, Ingliston, Edinburgh, EH28 8NB Tel: 0131 333 3003. Salary: Competitive. Closing date for applications: 12 noon on
Tuesday 17th March 2015.
The Royal Caledonian Curling Club is an equitable employer and
welcomes application from people from all communities. All applicants
will be sent a link to complete an equality monitoring form online.

For more information go to the RCCC website.
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Dates for your Diary...
23 - 26 FEB

HENDERSON BISHOP TROPHY
BORDER ICE RINK
27 FEB
THE RINK CHAMPIONSHIP
FORFAR INDOOR SPORTS
28 FEB - 1 MAR ASHAM UNDER 17 SLAM PERTH
DEWARS CENTRE, PERTH
28 FEB - 8 MAR WORLD JUNIOR CURLING CHAMPIONSHIPS
TALLINN, ESTONIA
4 - 6 MAR
SCOTTISH WHEELCHAIR CURLING CHAMPIONSHIP
THE PEAK, STIRLING
5 – 8 MAR
NATIONAL MASTERS CURLING
CHAMPIONSHIP GREENACRES CURLING RINK

8 MAR
10 MAR
10 MAR
13-15 MAR
14-22 MAR
20 – 22 MAR

TEAM EDWARDS CROWNED
2015 GOLDLINE SCT
CHAMPIONS

Report and photo courtesy of Goldline SCT

Following the Accord ESL Aberdeen City Open;
the final event of the Goldline Scottish Curling Tour,
David Edwards and his team of John Penny, Scott
Macleod and Billy Morton (subs Adam Flint and Kerr
Drummond) were crowned Godline Scottish Curling
Tour Champions.
Heading into the final event, Tom Brewster and Hannah Fleming
were the only other teams who remained in contention for the
overall prize and with both teams falling short in the quarter
finals this determined the final placings.
Edwards and his team (pictured) picked up Tour wins at the
Sulwath Open in Dumfries, The Forfar Open and at his home club
in Aberdeen at the Accord ESL City Open. This is the second time
David Edwards has claimed the top prize in the Goldline SCT,
following their success in the 2012-2013 season.
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ASHAM UNDER 14 SLAM PERTH
DEWARS CENTRE, PERTH
THE MAXWELL TROPHY
MURRAYFIELD CURLING, EDINBURGH
THE MORTON TROPHY
FIFE ICE ARENA, KIRKCALDY
SCOTTISH SCHOOLS CURLING CHAMPIONSHIP
MURRAYFIELD CURLING, EDINBURGH
WORLD WOMEN’S CURLING CHAMPIONSHIP
SAPPORO, JAPAN
SCOTTISH CURLING PAIRS CHAMPIONSHIP
STRANRAER ICE RINK
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BRONZE FOR GREAT BRITAIN AT THE
WINTER UNIVERSIADE, GRANADA 2015
Great Britain’s Men (Kyle Smith, Grant Hardie, Thomas
Muirhead, Alasdair Schreiber, alternate Stuart Taylor and
coach David Ramsay) won Bronze at the Winter Universiade in
Granada from 5th to 12th February.

After securing six wins from a possible nine games in the round-robin
stages Team GB went on to face Russia in the Semi-final. Great Britain did
not have the best of starts, with Russia taking a four in the first end, but
they managed to get back into the game bringing the score back to 4-2 in
the third end. Russia then added another and blanked the fifth end to go
into the break ahead at 5-2. By the eighth end Russia moved further ahead
with the score 6-3, but it looked as though Great Britain’s men could mount
a late challenge as they took a two in the 9th end to bring the score to 6-5.
With the Russian’s having hammer however they made certain of the result
in the tenth with a final score of 7-5.
This meant that Great Britain would now go on to face Sweden who had
been beaten by Norway in their Semi-final with a score of 4-1. After the first
end was blanked, Great Britain moved into an early lead taking a two in
the second end, before blanking the third. Great Britain managed to move
further ahead taking a two in the fifth to go into the break with a solid 4-1
lead.
Sweden came back strongly after the break though and took a two in
the sixth end to narrow the scores to 4-3. The British men were not to be
outdone though and retorted immediately with a two of their own. The
teams exchanged ones in the next two wins but the job had been done and
Great Britain ran the Swedes out of stones in the end and take a 7-4 win in
nine ends to secure the Winter Universiade 2015 Bronze medal.

Great Britain’s Women (Hazel Smith, Laura Ritchie, Rachel Halliday,
Heather Morton, alternate Angharad Ward and coach Claire Milne)
achieved four wins from a possible nine games in the round-robin
stages putting them in seventh place in the competition. They saw
off the challenge of teams including Japan, Sweden, Korea and
Spain.
Russia went on to win gold in the women’s competition, with
Canada taking silver. In the Men’s competition it was Norway who
claimed the gold medal after a late fight back and extra end win.

February Issue Comps & Events
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GIBB AND HAY O.V.D. SCOTTISH CURLING
SENIOR CHAMPIONS
The O.V.D. Scottish Curling Senior Championships finals
took place at Lanarkshire Ice Rink, Hamilton on Sunday 15th
February with Team Gibb (women) and Team Hay (men)
being crowned 2015 Scottish Senior Champions.

The O.V.D. Scottish Curling Senior Women’s Championship Final saw
defending champions and 2014 World Women’s Curling Champions
Christine Cannon, Margaret Richardson, Isobel Hannen and Janet
Lindsay line up against Kay Gibb, Carol Scott, Elinor Ritchie and Margaret
Archer (pictured top).
In the fifth end with the score at 2-1 to Team Gibb, Carol Scott, Team
Gibb’s third player played a lovely hit and roll to lie 4 shots and the
pressure was really on for Team Cannon. With Christine’s last stone, she
faced 3 opposition counters and was marginally heavy, giving Team
Gibb a score of 3 to go 5-1 ahead.
The sixth end saw Isobel Hannen play a lovely freeze into the 1 foot
followed by lots of stones from both teams into the control zone. With
only one stone to play, there was no route for Team Cannon to score 2
and they had to settle for 1 shot.
The seventh end saw Team Gibb execute some great shots from the
outset with Carol Scott making a hit and roll into the 4 foot to lie 4 shots.
Christine Cannon played a great tap-up however it sat in only second
stone position and Team Gibb took 1 to go 6-2 ahead.
Team Cannon utilised their corner guards well in the eighth end but
Team Gibb ran them out of stones to win the 2015 O.V.D. Scottish
Curling Senior Women’s Championship with a final score of 6-2.
The O.V.D. Scottish Curling Senior Men’s Championship Final saw
defending champions Keith Prentice, Lockhart Steele, Robert Anderson
and Tommy Fleming line up against Gordon Muirhead’s team of Norman
Brown (2013 Scottish Senior Champion), David Hay (2013 Scottish
Senior Champion) and Mike Hay (pictured).
With a score of 2-1 in Team Prentice’ favour in the third end, Keith
Prentice split the house with his last stone to lie two shots. Gordon
Muirhead (playing last stones for Team Hay) opted to hit and stick but
rolled out, giving up a single shot to go 3-1 behind.
The fourth end saw a couple of missed opportunities from both sides
and left Gordon Muirhead with only a draw to the 1 foot to score 1. His
stone looked like it may just have made it but after careful checking
from both vice-skips, it was determined to be another shot to Team
Prentice.
The fifth end saw Team Prentice take 1 to go 5-1 ahead and in the
sixth end, the house was clear before the last stone and there was some
discussion from Team Hay about whether to blank or take 1; they opted
to blank in order to retain the last stone advantage for the 7th end.
Team Hay had an uphill battle on their hands but after scoring 1 in
the 7th, they played a fantastic 8th end, getting two centre guards up
and utilising them well. Keith Prentice faced 4 stones against with his
last shot and had to remove two for the Championship win. His stone
removed just one opposition counter and the shooter rolled out, giving
Team Hay a score of 3 and levelling the game at 5-5; what a turnaround
and a great game for the spectators.
The extra end saw Team Hay utilise their centre guards. With Keith
Prentice’s final stone of the game, his only option was a draw to the 1
foot; it was swept all the way and finished resting on Team Hay’s shot,
marginally short. It was to be a steal of 1 for Team Hay to secure the 2015
O.V.D. Scottish Curling Senior Men’s Championship.
The winning Scottish Senior Men’s and Women’s teams will earn the
right to represent Scotland at the World Senior Curling Championships
which is this year being held in Sochi, Russia from 18-25 April 2015.
The Royal Caledonian Curling Club would like to thank Scottish Curling
Senior Championships sponsors O.V.D. for their valued support at this
year’s event.
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Pictured are the presentations with RCCC Ladies Branch President
Mary Anne McWilliam and RCCC President David Henderson

Photos: Richard Gray

DIS C OV ER T H E DA RK S IDE OF RUM

PROUD TO SPONSOR

THE SCOTTISH CURLING

SENIOR

CHAMPIONSHIPS
For delicious O.V.D.
dark rum cocktail
recipes visit
www.ovdrum.co.uk
Please enjoy O.V.D. responsibly
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MUIRHEAD AND MACDONALD SCOTTISH
CURLING CHAMPIONS
The finals of the Scottish Curling Championships took place at a
packed Dewars Centre, Perth on Sunday 22nd February with Team
Muirhead and Team MacDonald being crowned 2015 Scottish
Curling Champions. Team Muirhead will now represent Scotland at
the World Women’s Curling Championship in Sapporo, Hokkaido,
Japan from 14 – 22 March and Team MacDonald will represent
Scotland at the World Men’s Curling Championship in Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Canada from 28 Mar – 4 Apr.
Women’s Final: Team Muirhead v Team Fleming

After a blanked first end, Team Muirhead were looking good to take a two in
the second after Hannah Fleming double attempt failed to remove both counters
but Muirhead’s attempted hit and stick overcurled leaving only a single.
This was to be a real tit for tat encounter with the teams exchanging singles for
the next three ends with neither team able to build a multiple score, both skips
asked questions of their opposition number and both delivered with their last
stone. Hannah Fleming faced three opposition stones with her last stone of the
fifth and played a hit and roll to the button to score one to level the scores at 2-2
going into the break. Following the restart the game continued in the same vein
with the teams trading ones in the 6thand 7th ends.
The turning point of the game came in the 8th end when Team Muirhead
capitalised on slack play from Team Fleming despite pick-ups for both teams.
Hannah Fleming attempted a triple take out with her first stone but was only
able to remove one Muirhead stone. Muirhead left the door ajar when her draw
came up light but Fleming’s attempted freeze two Muirhead stones in the 8ft,

Pictured L-R: David Hay (coach), Sarah Reid, Vicki Adams,
Anna Sloan, Eve Muirhead. All photos ©Richard Gray.

bounced too far leaving Muirhead an open hit to score three
and move into a 6-3 lead going into the 9th end.
Team Muirhead kept the pressure on forcing Team Fleming
to draw for a single in the ninth. Team Fleming were unable
to get the cover they needed in the final end and Team
Muirhead successfully removed one of the open counters to
claim the title.

Men’s Final: Team MacDonald v Team Murdoch

Team Murdoch got off to a good start taking a two in
the 1st end. MacDonald was then forced to take a one in
the second after facing three Murdoch counters to bring
the score to 2-1. Murdoch blanked the 3rd end to maintain
hammer in the 4th end but was forced to take single to make
the score to 3-1.
MacDonald capitalised on slack play from their opposition
in the 5th end forcing Murdoch to attempt a raised take out
with his first, which only removed one counter, MacDonald
added a fourth counter leaving Murdoch attempting a
double take out with his last to try and limit the damage
but it was high and only removed a single stone allowing
MacDonald to draw for 4 and move into a 5-3 lead going into
the break.

Pictured L-R: Ewan MacDonald, Duncan Fernie, Ruairidh
Greeenwood, Euan Byers and Dave Reid

Good draws from Greg Drummond in the 6th set up an
open take out for Murdoch to take two and level the score at
5-5. Ewan MacDonald was not to be outdone however and
played a couple of great shots of his own to once again gain
the lead by a score of 7-5.
A perfect draw around a guard from MacDonald in the
8th end saw them lying one frozen on the button, Murdoch
attempted the takeout but wasn’t able to do enough
to remove the counter giving up a steal of one to extend
MacDonald’s lead to 8-5.
Story Continued on page 11
108571 TR Curling A5 Advert FINAL.indd 1

04/02/2013 15:44
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Continuation of Scottish report

MacDonald handed Murdoch a tough choice in the 9th whether to take the one or blank the end. In the end David Murdoch opted to draw for
one and they moved into the 10th end trailing by two with a score of 8-6 and without hammer.
Team MacDonald kept front clear in the 10th end leaving Ewan MacDonald an open take out for the title. Ewan MacDonald kept his nerve to retain
the Scottish Curling Men’s Championship title.
The Rhona Martin Award for Sportsmanship which is voted for by the players was awarded to Lorna Vevers for the second year in a row.
The Leslie Ingram Brown Spirit of Curling Award which is also voted for by the players was awarded to Cameron Bryce.
Dougie Vipond will present highlights of the women’s final on BBC 2 Scotland on Tuesday 24th February at 00:20 with commentary
from Bob Kelly and Jackie Lockhart. Highlights of the men’s final will be shown on Wednesday 25th February at 23:50 with commentary
from Bob Kelly and Logan Gray.
Paper, packaging and printing experts Tullis Russell are Scotland’s Official Team Sponsors for the 2015 World Men’s and
Women’s Championships.

Daily reports of al
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WORLD WHEELCHAIR CURLING
CHAMPIONSHIP
Scotland were represented at the World Wheelchair Curling
Championship in Lojha, Finland between the 7th and the 12th
February by Aileen Neilson, Gregor Ewan, Jim Gault, Angie
Malone and Hugh Nibloe and coached by Tony Zummack.

This was the first World Wheelchair Championship since the Sochi 2014
Paralympic Games when four of the current team, excluding Hugh Nibloe,
famously took Paralympic Bronze.
Scotland got off to a good start in their first game of the Championship
recording the biggest win in session 1 when they defeated Germany by a
decisive margin of 12-2. After securing a 4 in the first end, the Scots kept the
pressure on and found themselves 10-0 by the fourth end break. Eventually
they ran Germany out of stones in seven ends to take a great first win.
Scotland managed to keep their winning streak going in the second
game securing a 6-2 victory against Sweden but the game was much closer
than the scoreline might suggest with the scores still tied at 2-2 in the 6th
end.
After this though Scotland’s fortunes changed as they lost 6-4 to China,
who maintained their unbeaten run. Scotland then went on to face, the
other then joint leaders of the competition, Russia in session 4. The teams
went into the 4th end break tied at 2-2 but Russia took two points in the
fifth end and added a further two in the 7th before Scotland conceded in
the eighth end with the final score 6-3.
Norway then secured their first win of the Championship with a 6-2 over
Scotland in session 5 before a last end win for Canada 6-4 in Session 6.
The Scots almost managed to get back into the game against Slovakia in
Session 7 after edging ahead in the 6th end 5-4 but after the Slovakians
took single points from the last two ends the game ended in a 6-5 loss.
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Scotland now needed a win against USA to keep their play-off
hopes alive and managed to do so as they edged out the Americans
in a 4-2 win. An 8-4 loss against Finland in session 9 though sealed
Scotland’s fate and with a record of three wins and six losses they
finished level second bottom of the table with Sweden and Germany.
However as Scotland and Germany beat Sweden during the roundrobin, Sweden ranked below them and were the first teams which
would have to face qualification. As a result, Scotland also had to
play Germany in a tie-breaker to decide which of them would also
have to take part in the World Wheelchair Qualifications. It just
wasn’t to be for the Scots as they suffered a 6-3 defeat to Germany
and will now be playing in the qualification event in November,
once again in Lohja.

For full results go to World Wheelchair
Curling Championships

AYR WINS SCOTTISH JUNIOR CURLING CLUB
CHALLENGE DIVISION 3

Congratulations to the two Ayr teams which won the Scottish Junior
Curling Club Challenge Division 3 at Ayr Ice Rink from Saturday 21st to
Sunday 22nd February.

Eight games were played over the two days with Ayr losing just once amassing 14
points, 41 ends and scoring a staggering 85 shots. Kinross, Stirling and Braehead all
scored 8 points with Kinross, in second place winning 39 ends and having a total of
59 shots. Dumfries were the strongest of the five ice rinks holding up the others !
Sean Rennie skipped one rink with Rachel Ireland, Ryan Kennedy and Ami Logan.
The other rink was skipped by Alastair Middleton with Lucy Morton, Ben Howat and
Beth Rowley.
All the games were played in the best traditions of the game and there was some
great curling on display from all the teams. A credit to all those involved.

Back: Ben Howat, Lucy Morton, Alastair Middleton and Sean Rennie.
Front: Rachel Ireland, Beth Rowley, Ryan Kennedy and Ami Collins.
Report and photo courtesy of Andrew Kerr

